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BECAUSE 75 PERCI.NT OF ALL 

CHRISTIANS TODAY LIVE IN OUR 

CITIES, PRACTICAL DOWN- rO-THE

STREETS EXPERIENCE FOR A • .I S. ITDF TS 

IS PARTICULARLY IMPORT<\. - This program 

illustrates the reality of the "cost of discipleship" 

reg uired to follow the radical and prophetic 

ministry of Jesus the Christ in a contemporary 

way. Students examine issues of church and 

community in urban settings, with special 

attention to the vocation of the urban church as a 

critical source of social justice. This includes both 

"mercy" and "advocacy" ministry with the poor, 

homeless, persons with AIDS, the imprisoned, 

and other marginalized individuals and groups. 

Christology, "soul justice" and social justice are 

central to the program, as evidenced in specific 

ministries to persons in the urban context. 
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Students are exposed, through Bible, texts and classroom 

discussion, to aspects of spiritual, congregational and 

servant ministry in the city. Classroom lectures explore 

issues ranging from scriptures to social justice to urban 

ministries. This program requires an immersion to 

NYC or to a pilgrimage to regional urban ministry site. 
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Radical Jesus, Radical Justice 

Multicultural Contexts for Ministry: NYC 

Urban Ministry: Ministering to Urban Churches 

This urban immersion course exposes students to 

many aspects of urban ministry. Classroom lectures 

and dialogue examine biblical and textual methodology 

for spiritual, congregational, and servant ministry in 

the city, focusing on issues ranging from social justice 

to the development of non - profit corporations . 
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Founded by the Rev. Dr. Doug 

Bailey at Calvary Episcopal 

Church, Memphis in 2000, 

the Center for Urban Ministry 

was moved to Wake Forest 

Divinity School in 2002 when 

Dr . Bailey joined the faculty . 

It is for the renewal of Spirit 

and Vision in doing the critical "call" (vocation) and 

work of building up the urban Body of Christ through 

doing social justice and advocacy ministry. 

"C - O. COD • OR AMERICA CITil S" 

This national conference is for building up the urban 

Body of Christ, with its residential center being the 

Cathedral College, ational Cathedral, Washington, 

D. C. Clergy and lay leaders share the meaning of a 

compelling vocation to be a vital urban congregation. 

"As a former police officer, I thought I had 

completed my urban pilgrimage. But this 

urban ministry program at Wake Forest guided 

me down a different inner city path ripe with 

issues of social justice to a ministry with a 

rainbow of urban children hungry for God." 

-Charlotte Disher (M. Dw '04-) 


